It is pitch black. You are likely to be eaten by a Grue.

That's right, it's time once again for JohnCon! JohnCon is an annual gaming convention held on the Johns Hopkins University campus by the Hopkins Science Fiction Association (HOPSFA) and the Johns Hopkins Anime Club (JHAC). JohnCon runs 48 hours straight, beginning at 4pm on Friday, February 28, and ending at 4pm on Sunday, March 2. We offer a huge dealers' room, plenty of games (everything from board game tournaments and a video games room to LARP and RPGA Living Greyhawk), a nonstop B-movie theater, 48 non-stop goodness, and, best of all, Watch as the brute squad dominance of the con! Charlene deals punish- anger the Warlord! elected HOPSFA God. hours straight gaming - handle it! The con website head over and check it out at
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Getting Here
Johns Hopkins is in Baltimore City. We're most easily reached by I-83, or through the city off I-95. Check the con website for more detailed directions. Lodging is available very reasonably in the immediate area. More details online.

Cost
$9: preregistration (before Feb. 14)
$12: preregistration (after Feb. 14)
$12: at the door
$3 off per game you run (check the website for forms)
$3 discount for JHU students

To preregister, grab a form from http://www.jhu.edu/~johncon, or send your name, badge name, address, e-mail, phone number, and payment to:

JohnCon '03
SAC Office, Mattin Center
Johns Hopkins University
3400 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218

Checks should be made out to JohnCon. Please avoid sending cash - we wouldn't want it to disappear on its way here.